### LEGEND

- Airports having Control Towers are shown in **Blue**.
- All others in **Magenta**.
- Consult Airport/Facility Directory (A/FD) for details involving airport lighting, navigation aids, and services. For additional symbol information refer to the Chart User’s Guide.

### Sectional Aeronautical Chart

#### Scale: 1:500,000

#### Airports

- **Other than hard-surfaced runways**: Seaplane Base
- **Hard-surfaced runways 1500 ft. to 8069 ft. in length**: Runways with Right Traffic Patterns
- **Hard-surfaced runways greater than 8069 ft.**, or same multiple runways less than 8069 ft.
- **Open dot within hard-surfaced runway configuration indicates approximate VOR, VOR-DME, or VORTAC location.**

#### Additional Airport Information

- **Private (‘Pvt’) – Non-public use having emergency or landmark value.**
- **Military – Other than hard-surfaced.** All military airports are identified by abbreviations AFB, NAS, AAF, etc.
- **For complete airport information consult DOD FLIP.**

#### Services--fuel available and field attended during normal working hours depicted by use of ticks around basic airport symbol. Normal working hours are Mon thru Fri 10:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. local time. Consult A/FD for service availability at airports with hard-surfaced runways greater than 8069 ft.

#### Rotating airport beacon in operation Sunset to Sunrise

#### Radio Aids to Navigation

- **VHF Omni Range (VOR)**
- **VORTAC**
- **VOR-DME**
- **Non-Directional Radiobeacon (NDB)**
- **NDB-DME**
- **Other facilities, i.e., FSS Outlet, RCO, etc.**

#### Communication Boxes

- **121.2R 122.6 123.6**
- **OAKDALE**
- **VOR-DME**
- **FSS radio providing voice communication**

#### Obstructions

- **1000 ft. and higher AGL**
- **below 1000 ft. AGL**
- **Group Obstruction**
- **Obstruction with high-intensity lights may operate part-time**
- **Elevation of the top above mean sea level**
- **Height above ground**

#### Notice

- Guy wires may extend outward from structures.

---

**SECTIONAL AERONAUTICAL CHART**

**SCALE: 1:500,000**

**Airports having Control Towers are shown in Blue; all others in Magenta.** Consult Airport/Facility Directory (A/FD) for details involving airport lighting, navigation aids, and services. For additional symbol information refer to the Chart User’s Guide.